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Falling ice and snow from truck roofs pose a large danger and safety risk for the traffic. Vehicle dri vers must 
care before travel commencement that the roof is fr ee. The “Ice-free scaffold” of KRAUSE supports you.  

With the starting cold season truck drivers have a again the problem with 
falling ice and snow. The “Ice-free scaffold” of KRAUSE is here the solution. It 
is the ideal solution for rest houses, forwarders and petrol stations and offers 
the perfect service for utility vehicles everywhere, where cleaning works or 
maintenance works must be done. 

Truck roofs can be cleaned in no 
time from ice and snow with the 
„Ice-free scaffold“ by KRAUSE                                     
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www.krause-systems.com

Discharging driver and entrepreneur from liability

The driver goes up on a safe and non-slip stair with steel grating surface in order to clean the roof of the vehicle fast and 
comfortable from dangerous roof load. The driver and entrepreneur will be discharged from the liability of falling loads and 
the traffic will become safer. As specialist of ascending and scaffold technics we have developed as solution which unifies 
a lot of further advantages. 
Who does not know this: Somebody is driving behind a truck, during starting, in a curve or while increasing the speed, 
suddenly big quantities of snow and ice are falling from the truck roof on the roadway or the vehicle. Ad dangerous 
situation for all parties – often with fatal consequences. 

Safe working during all seasons

Entrepreneur and vehicle driver are obligated according to the road traffic act to prune the roof from dangerous roof loads 
before starting. Entrepreneurs must train their staff members preventively. If not, consequences will threaten in case of a 
damage event. Especially in case of utility vehicles, it is difficult to reach the roof – especially under unfavourable weather 
conditions. 

Scaffold can be extended in length and height 

The approximate 3 m height stationary „Ice-free scaffold“ with steel grating steps, non-slip steel perforated metal plate 
platforms and a stable rail is very safe in the usage – also in case of bad weather conditions. The scaffold is conceived as 
stationary scaffold and can be fitted in the length depending on the space situation. This ensures a safe backing and an 
easy usage.  
The scaffold can be extended in the length and the height and fits into all available pitch situations. The system offers also 
in the summer months the possibility to reach the roof space fast and easily for cleaning works and maintenance works. 


